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Maximize the Skills of Your
People With Powerful, Flexible
Performance Support
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Build the skills that build value
Build the skills that build value

The business process you use today may be obsolete tomorrow. So how can
you keep your people productive without taking them off the job for training?
The answer is context-based performance support tools. SAP® Workforce
Performance Builder software helps your people master new or rapidly
changing tasks with minimal intervention or training.

To build new skills, reinforce existing com
petencies, or deliver on-demand instruction
in the field, you need to provide the precise
information your people need when they
need it. SAP Workforce Performance Builder
helps you create and deploy e-learning
materials, user documentation, just-in-time
help tools, and more – all with unprecedented
ease and speed. Designed to enhance both
training and performance support, the software has options for fast deployment and
modest system requirements. It integrates
readily with virtually all IT platforms.

As the pace of change increases, most jobs
require constant adaptation. SAP Workforce
Performance Builder software gives your
organization a single, comprehensive tool
for improving end-user competence and
confidence. It helps your employees develop
the skills they need to master evolving
processes and applications quickly. The
result is lower costs, increased compliance,
and a high-performing workforce.
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Create the content that creates
results
Create the content that creates results
Provide support in all the ways your
people need it
Use performance support tools that
match end-user needs

SAP Workforce Performance Builder supports
project managers and content developers
across your IT, HR, help desk, and change
management organizations. The software
helps subject-matter experts create optimized
application training, process training, and
user help by recording the steps involved in
mastering a given process or application. The
recording tool requires little or no technical
skill and can be learned in a matter of minutes.
You can deploy the recorded training material
or user help as is or, with just a few keystrokes,
add video, animations, and supplemental text

to increase its relevance and efficacy. Multinational and multicultural organizations can
use automatic translation features to recreate
the original recording with texts and screens
in additional languages.
Whether you want to provide simple process
directions or step-by-step, context-sensitive
assistance, SAP Workforce Performance
Builder helps you deliver the precise level of
performance support your employees need
to carry out tasks accurately, quickly, and
efficiently.

Your users must learn newly implemented software
and upgrades fast. Even if the solution is already
running, it’s essential to keep skill levels high.
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Provide support in all the ways your
people need it
Create the content that creates results
Provide support in all the ways your
people need it
Use performance support tools that
match end-user needs

Once your training or performance support
material has been created, you can deploy it
in a number of different modes to help users
practice and test their skills. In concurrent
mode, the recorded material serves as a stepby-step guide for an entire process, running
simultaneously in a small window atop the
live application. Users can jump from the
live application to the simulation to practice
the task or obtain needed information, then
return to the application to complete their
work. And they can do this without having to
sift through FAQs, call a help desk, or consult
a manual.

For the mobile workforce, training and per
formance support materials can be readily
displayed on tablets, smartphones, and other
devices – providing user assistance that is
completely independent of the application
screen. Users simply scan a QR code to receive
guidance keyed to their location or device.
To provide advanced or context-sensitive
support, SAP Workforce Performance Builder
can be enhanced substantially by an optional
navigator tool. Whatever the process or program, this powerful option uses sophisticated
“push” technology to display guidance that
automatically matches the task at hand. Users
do not need to click on another area of the
screen to request help; the navigator delivers
context-sensitive support automatically.
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Use performance support tools that
match end-user needs
Create the content that creates results
Provide support in all the ways your
people need it
Use performance support tools that
match end-user needs

SAP Workforce Performance Builder provides
three different playback modes – known as
“assistants” – when the solution is enhanced
with the navigator option.
Context assistant – The context assistant
uses powerful push technology to display
pertinent information at the exact moment
of need:
•• For help at the data level, information is
displayed specific to the value a user has
entered in a specific field.
•• For help at the object level, the user
positions the mouse pointer over a text
box, drop-down menu, or button. Relevant
support information then appears in a small
window at the top of the screen.

•• For help at the page level, the context
assistant displays page-specific information
as soon as the user enters a given page.
•• For help at the application level, support
content is displayed when an end user
opens an application.
Process assistant – To help employees master
new, changed, or unfamiliar processes, SAP
Workforce Performance Builder can push
information to them automatically. Step-bystep process instructions, advisory messages,
or suggested entries appear without user intervention. The software detects where the user
is in a workflow or an application and delivers
relevant support materials as needed. Users
are never instructed to go back and “start at
the beginning” or to bring up a new menu.
Continued on next page
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Create the content that creates results
Provide support in all the ways your
people need it
Use performance support tools that
match end-user needs
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Benefits

Desktop assistant – In addition to data
presented by the context and process as
sistants, you can integrate a wide range of
support materials into one knowledge base.
By adding links to SAP and non-SAP software,
help documents, Web links, e-learning, and
other materials, you can create a gateway
to information that matches the user’s role,
task, application, or process.
Icons indicate the availability of each asset;
a single click brings up an explanation of the
asset’s purpose. By prompting users through

Quick Facts

each transaction in real time, the software
helps your people tackle unfamiliar applications or processes with confidence, assistance
that is especially valuable for new hires. The
menu of support options found in the desktop
assistant gives users a single source and single
point of entry to every resource they need to
complete tasks or training. There is no need
to scan an entire document or run a complete
simulation to find answers or advice; the software knows where a user is in a given process
and uses sophisticated push technology to
supply appropriate information right away.

Go beyond training and performance support to create
an integrated workflow environment that streamlines
processes and boosts productivity.
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Reap big dividends from just-in-time
support
Reap big dividends from just-in-time support

SAP Workforce Performance Builder gives
your employees the help they need precisely
when they need it. The solution reduces the
need for expensive and time-consuming
training courses, provides support for tasks
at hand, and reduces procedural errors.
This results in quicker time to competence,
increased productivity, and faster adoption
of new software and processes. And new hires
aren’t “new” for long. With SAP Workforce
Performance Builder helping them build new
skills almost immediately, they can hit the
ground running.

The software also helps you reduce support
costs. Instead of calling a help desk, your
employees can find answers to their questions
right at their workspaces. Besides keeping
support costs in check, it frees up your support staff to tackle more pressing issues.
The sooner your employees become competent
and confident with new or enhanced software,
the quicker your software will deliver a return
on investment. With user help always available,
employees can build and maintain their knowledge and keep their skill level high. This helps
to ensure that the software will return value;
more important, it helps increase employee
satisfaction and productivity.
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Summary
SAP® Workforce Performance Builder software
supports companies with content during their
marketing and sales processes and enables
the workforce to move quickly on any change
whether coming from business or IT. The
software boosts staff productivity and helps
reduce operational expenses across all
business processes. It helps your organization
provide the performance support and workflow information your employees need when
they need it.
Objectives
•• Enhance workforce productivity and
competence
•• Generate long-term value from SAP and
non-SAP solutions
•• Give end users context-sensitive help,
accurate documentation, e-learning
materials, and relevant digital assets
•• Streamline change management initiatives

Quick Facts

Solution
•• Powerful content creation features for
developing, editing, and distributing help
documents, e-learning courses, and
simulations
•• Navigation functionality that provides
context-sensitive help, in-app content
delivery, and process guidance
•• Flexible tools for managing the content
lifecycle
•• Task, workflow, and learning management
Benefits
•• Reduce help-desk inquiries by up to 62%
•• Reduce support and training costs by up
to 70%
•• Speed up process execution by up to 73%
•• Improve sales cycles by up to 50%
•• Reduce consultancy costs by up to 70%
Learn more
Call your SAP representative today, or visit
us online at www.sap.com/wpb.
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